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away some floor space and have the pleasure
of a conspicuous accomplishment. I open the
boxes and prepare a brief set of notes on their
contents. Preparing the accessioning paperwork, the job is done just before lunch hour.
I tell the stack manager that the boxes are
ready to go into the storage area for unprocessed accessions, to await their queue. It could
be several years before they emerge for processing and entry into the catalog of holdings.
In the afternoon I attend a committee meeting of University Library manuscripts and
archives curators. We are planning a questionnaire survey of the patterns of use of collections. By 3:30, I am back in my office and see
that the newly accessioned cartons have been
removed, but in their place is a book truck of
document boxes, items flagged for the usual
curatorial review before they are photocopied
for a researcher.
On the work bench behind my desk is a
manual, in draft, of archival processing procedures. I have been at work on it for weeks,
trying to integrate all the new requirements for
entry of bibliographic records into the automated system in HOLLIS. I had better get
back to that-remembering
that I wanted to
have a completed draft done for staff review by
the end of the month. The necessary meshing
of automation into the text of the manual
epitomizes the challenges and sometimes distractions that have come increasingly to characterize the rest of my archival existence.
Some days, it seems, the computers really are
in charge, and we only try to keep up with
their demands. I recall meetings with colleagues that seem too often to dwell upon the
details of how to achieve automation. Our
dialogues can sound as though to automate
was our goal as archivists, rather than to preserve, organize, and service the physical remains of history so we and others can reach
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some understanding of the past. I sit before the
processing manual and begin to work, drafting a description of how to fill in the work
sheet for input to HOLLIS, working through
the form, data field by data field. The manual
is beginning to take shape and with it some
sense of integration of the past with the future.
That seems to characterize the day itself, a
mental weaving and undoing and weaving
again of what was and what is becoming.
The phone rings, and it is a young historian
whom I met last year at a History of Science
Society meeting. He is thinking about a redirection in employment goals, away from the
seemingly endless tenure track treadmill. "Can
you give me some idea of what it is like to live
a career as an archivist?" I hope I can .... But
I am thinking also about being home, and at
the computer again, and working on my reference book on American science. And I
know that, for the foreseeable future, to be an
archivist and to be a publishing historian, I
have to live two lives, not unrelated, but in
two spheres that are the institutional and the
personal. I gladly share my underlying joy (and
sense of the challenge) in confronting day to
day the material representations of history. But
in honesty I have to point out the need to
compromise on personal research interests so
that they fit the constraints of a twelve month
appointment and a minimum 9-to-5 schedule
of doing the University's business. There is the
need to put service to the institution and to
other scholars at the top of the list of professional values, and to hold that value so dearly
that it dissolvesthe pang of jealousy that comes
when I see other researchers at work in the
reading room day after day. To my young
friend, I pose the question of whether he could
accept such an ambivalent outcome, while
confessing that, on most days at least, it seems
to work for me.

GET ITS RARE BooKs

& MANUSCRIPTS:

A Talk for the Opening efan Exhibition to Celebratethe Fiftieth Anniversaryefthe
Houghton Libraryat the GrolierClub, 21 May 1992.
RogerE. Stoddard

A

ll around you stand the trophiesvisible, palpable-brought
back home
to Cambridge by the great Crimson armies of
collectors and friends, scholars and librarians,
benefactors and booksellers-marching
out
of the eighteenth century and toward the

twenty-first. Yes, the work continues, and if
you are not yet part of it, my colleagues and I
will soon pass among you to take down names
and addresses so that we can arrange to pack
your books and manuscripts for shipment
back to Cambridge for the seminars,
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exhibitions, catalogs, and editions they deserve. Earnest as we are, however, sometimes
we are not successful. We welcome your advice and help. Here are some examples.
Now, in order to follow me along you
must enter a market-the
international book
trade-which
is so quirky and undependable
both as to supply and demand that you may
object to the use of the word market at all. I
will tell you about some commodities, as they
passed through, which are not present in our
current exhibition or alluded to in its catalog.
As I turn to Daniel Fearing's set of the first five
editions of Walton's Comp/eat Angler-over
there! - I am thinking of these commodities
as the fabulous fish that got away, rather big
fish I hope you will agree. One of them is a
collection, another an archive, and the third a
library. Perhaps there are some lessons to be
learned, but please be relaxed: more likely it's
all comic relief played back against the high
seriousness of our show.
First, as American medievalists well know,
Harvard, like all American libraries, has no
Library of Medieval Manuscripts. American
libraries were not medieval foundations acquiring books for current use, nor were they
in place as state institutions to receive monastic libraries intact. Harvard has the largest collection of early manuscripts in the country,
probably the most useful one for teaching and
learning. That is a major statement of a major
accomplishment, but Harvard Johnny came
lately, and there was nothing he could do
about it-or
was there?
Second, there is no major European literary archive at Harvard. The papers of Leon
Trotsky-part
ofhis Stalin book is over there
(notice that it's a scroll for composition, cutting, and pasting)-look
literary on paper, as
Trotsky was such a fecund writer, translator,
and publisher; but what you really have is papers and correspondence of a great political
figure whose exile reduced him to the field of
print and paper. The Harvard holding of
manuscripts by Hugo von Hofmannsthal is a
very rich fragment, the "Nachlass," that is to
say literary remains unpublished at the
author's death. Hofmannsthal's first book, inscribed to Richard Beer-Hofmann, is over
there. (We have just purchased Buber's first
book, inscribed to the same Beer-Hofmann
whose papers are back in Cambridge and
whose wife's portrait hangs in our Reading
Room.) American literary papers are there in
abundance, from Barlow to Brodkey, but
European ones require some extraordinary
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circumstances for acquisition. Perhaps they
are impossible to obtain, perhaps not?
Third, there is no early library at Harvard.
Oh, there is a fragment of the family library
of the Mathers, most of the early books are
there from Shady Hill that were collected by
C. E. Norton and his father Andrews, and
substantial parts from the libraries of Henry
and William James, Herman Melville, Thomas Carlyle, T. S. Eliot, etc., etc. There are
even a few books from the libraries of Poggio,
Erasmus, Robert Boyle, etc., etc. But no early
European library, and no chance to get one,
right? Well, let's see. All the while, you'll note
that a librarian's wits are tuned to vibrations
that others may not feel, at rhythms unpredictable, all of which may or may not be explicable to others.

The first two items in the exhibition, the
ninth-century fragment in Irish majuscule
script and the eleventh-century Horace, come
from the collection of one Sir Thomas
Phillipps, whose dates are 1792-1872. Like
any other manuscript collection built over the
last century, Harvard's contains several dozens
of his manuscripts, as he was the conductor,
his collection the mediator, between the "fantastically overstocked" manuscript market of
his collecting days and its sparse aftermath.
The suppression of the Jesuits, the French
Revolution, the Napoleonic Wars had loosened and democratized libraries ecclesiastical,
royal, noble, and private. What a perfect field
for our self-confessed "vello-maniac" who
collected well over sixty thousand manuscripts and fifty thousand printed books: "the
greatest library of unpublished historical material ever brought together by one man," as
A. N. L. Munby summed it up, "more than
double in size of the whole of our Cambridge
University & College collections of manuscripts put together," as Henry Bradshaw
wrote in 1869.
Phillipps died in 1872 without leaving his
collection to the nation or to any library, so it
fell to his Fenwick heirs to enjoy life interest
in manuscripts, books, house, and lands. Income, always the last of Phillipps's worries,
was left unconsidered. So, the family, impoverished by the "generosity" of their inheritance, applied for relief to the court, which
granted permission to sell. In 1886 began one
of the most important series of manuscript
sales ever mounted by private treaty and public auction.

RoGER E. STODDARDis Curator of Rare Books in the College Library
and Senior
Lecturer on English. He is the
author of"A Ronald Davis qui
vend le pire et garde le meilleur pour soi" in the current
number of the Gazette of the
Grolier Club.
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In 1938 life tenancy passed to the second
generation of Phillipps's Fenwick heirs, but at
the outbreak of War in September 1939 the
Government requisitioned Phillipps's old
country house, and all the books and manuscripts were crated and stored in the cellar,
only to become the object of study for en bloc
sale in 1944. In December the brilliant antiquarian bookselling brothers Lionel and
Philip Robinson sniffed the air and offered
£rno,ooo, through Sotheby's, for the residue
of the library and the Old Master drawings.
When this was refused they offered directly to
Fenwick £rno,ooo for the library alone, excluding the drawings. Assured that their bid
would be seriously considered, they cast about
for ways to finance it.
Thinking to tum over the manuscripts at a
modest advance and take their profit on the
printed books, they cabled Houghton's librarian WilliamJackson on 8 March 1945:
Highly confidential STOP Have established exceptionally favourable relations with trustees of Phillipps
Collection and may possibly be able
effect purchase of manuscripts en bloc
STOP Believe I may be able to offer you
all the manuscripts as at death of
Fenwick 1938 for STLG 110.000 STOP
There are approximately 12,000
manuscripts of all types and you will
appreciate that this is chance oflifetime
STOP Would like purchase for stock if
we had the money STOP Deal if it
comes off must be consummated
quickly and I am mentioning only to
you STOP Do you think Houghton
might be interested for Harvard STOP
Please discuss with excessive care as
premature
disclosure may spoil
chances STOP Please cable your immediate reaction = Lionel Robinson.
That's got to be the most tantalizing book offer of all time. If you didn't know the sender,
it's a hoax, but if the sender is the brilliant rival of Quaritch and Maggs ... Jackson cabled
back on the 12th:
Believe we can raise half/ would you
share fifty-fifty with us we to select after items are individually appraised
STOP Need more information on number of manuscripts in various categories
such as illuminated, text, literary, historical etc. WmJackson.
To that the Robinsons answered in part:
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... No complete list available and no
possibility careful inspection at present
... If you are not interested in gamble
we would like to suggest elsewhere as
trustees may consider an immediate
and definite offer from us STOP Sorry
we have no funds available to share
STOP Please cable = Lionel Robinson.
On the 15th Jackson replied:
Believe possible raise full sum but necessary have more facts STOP Can you
send copy of Phillipps manuscript catalogue with numbers sold checked. Am
earnestly striving to get money / realize uniqueness ofopportunity.Jackson.
On the 4th of April Lionel and Philip
Robinson visited the cellars of Thirlestaine
House and opened crates at random. In a cable
and letter of April 6th they laid it out:
... Have now examined cross section
of 530 manuscripts ... These manuscripts are superb museum pieces of
greatest type and whole basis of valuation is quite incredibly low and in
many cases obviously ridiculous STOP
Not possible examine remammg
11,400 numbers which . . . vary between illuminated and other manuscripts of best type to single deeds or
single documents on vellum or paper
STOP Often a single number refers to a
very large collection of autograph material . . . Quite clear . . . that this is
greatest opportunity Harvard has ever
had or can have and that slightest delay
in reaching decision would be
unforgivable . . . We advise you to
cable by return offering to purchase
from us entire manuscript collection as
now at the house for STLG 110,000 ...
Do not attach any conditions whatsoever ... We stake our reputation on
this and believe we are offering Harvard greatest opportunity ever ...
Please cable definitely one way or another by return = Lionel Robinson.
Just at that moment and by prior arrangement with the State Department Jackson left
for a three-month goodwill tour of South
American libraries and collectors. Keyes
Metcalf, the library director, and Philip Hofer
were left to deal with the Robinsons. Metcalf
sought more information, the Robinsons admitted that they lacked it, so on April 14th
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Metcalf cabled a negative. Thereafter Hofer
would always chastise the Harvard Treasurer
for stressing during their discussions the
amount of annual interest that the asking price
for the manuscripts would draw. At four-dollar pounds, the gamble would have cost
$440,000.00.
Six days later the Robinsons offered a similar deal to the British Museum, likewise declined. Fenwick's trustees approached the
bookdealers Quaritch and Stonehill, and Sir
Chester Beatty courageously offered £90,000.
With ninety percent of the manuscripts unlisted and unexamined the Robinsons signed
a purchase agreement for £rno,ooo on 3 September 1945 and on September 7th bankers
agreed to advance them £80,000, but they
had to mortgage everything they had for the
remaining £20,000 and agree to share the
profits fifty-fifty. On December 13th the
Court of Chancery agreed to the sale of
Phillipps's Old Master drawings to the British
Museum and on 19 February 1946, of the sale
of the books and manuscripts to the
Robinsons.
All deals were off now, for Jackson and
Harvard, but on June 17th Jackson was given
the key to the storehouse, and his report is too
poignant for any Harvard librarian to read
aloud. Within a year sales of the obvious items
had recovered the purchase price, while the
fabled ninety percent remained unexamined.
The Robinsons bought out the bankers'
share, and they went out of business in 1956
to devote their energies to the orderly dispersal ofPhillipps's Manuscripts, but they succeeded no better than two generations of
Fenwicks. The residue is now at 16 East 46th
Street in New York City, where from time
to time it fills all the shelves in the top-floor
room ofH. P. Kraus.

II
In the Houghton Library backfiles is a fourpage carbon typescript headed: "Inventory of
Manuscripts, Typescripts, Proofs, Corrected
Proofs by Marcel Proust." Sent in 1957 to
William Jackson by Jacques Vellekoop of the
London firm of E. P. Goldschmidt, it comprises four Roman-numbered
and forty-nine
Arabic-numbered items. First come eightyfive manuscript notebooks for A la Recherche
du Temps Perdu, then the corrected typescript
versions, and finally the corrected proofs. Interspersed are school exercises, critical articles,
and other texts of Proust in manuscript, typescript, and proofs. These, together with family

letters, were the inheritance of the niece
Mme. Gerard Mante-Proust; and they were
available for a quarter of a million dollars. With
Vellekoop's agency Jackson got a look at the
originals, so he could promise potential benefactors that they were the best thing going.
Vellekoop laid out the whole situation in
the Spring of 1958:
1. The family want to be relieved of
the burden of the custody of these
things. Its growing importance and interest in them is becoming too difficult
to deal with for a private person in a
relatively small house.
2. They definitely would like to see it
preserved, and made use of intelligently in an Americanuniversity. There
are of course others- Illinois and Indiana have been suggested, and may
well be very eager but they prefer Harvard first and foremost.
3. The payment arrangements are a
relatively minor detail. There is, by the
way, no "trouble" involved either
with the export or payment. They are
not "old", being less than fifty years
old, and we have investigated the various details thoroughly.
4. Do not forget that apart from the
present collection, there are a number
of most important and interesting association items which you will be able to
have later on, including a large number of family letters, all unpublished,
which for all I know she might even
bequeath to you.
5. We have been talking about this for
more than a year now, with no definite decision whatever and they are
beginning to feel that you are not interested anymore.

So PLEASE let me have your answer
soon, and speak your mind if there is
some terrible stumbling-block in the
way.
There was a stumbling block, a terrible one
for Jackson. Harvard had embarked on its first
capital campaign, Mr. Pusey's 82-million-dollar Fund for Harvard College, and all fund
raising for current purchases-Jackson's
great
forte-was
suspended. Jackson would write
to Vellekoop: "There is no present likelihood
that Harvard can do anything;" then "They've
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gotten up almost to 60 millions, but they have
22 more to go;" and finally, "The University
has acquired its 82 million and I have applied
to be out ofleash, so that I can go after some
money. As soon as I find that I can, or find
that I'm getting anywhere, I'll let you know."
By Spring he was talking with Henry
Francis duPont, then with Imrie de Vegh (codonor of the Clark collection from which Le
Cid, over there!, comes), writing a holding
letter to Mme. Mante-Proust in November
1960. By Spring of 1961 it became known
that Harry Ransom's Humanities Research
Center at the University of Texas, Austin,
through Bertram Rota, the London first-edition dealer, had met the offer price.
This February Roger Shattuck admitted to
me that he had masterminded the Texas offer, pleasantly surprised that Chancellor Ransom went along with his proposal. He
recommended that Texas establish a Paris
study center around the Proust archive, so the
manuscripts would never have to leave
France. A brilliant American idea that might
eventually have driven the French crazy.
Their madness, happy to say, took a more
positive turn when they picked up the news.
At the m1t1at1ve of M. Julien Cain,
administrateur general of the Bibliotheque
Nationale, and thanks to the collaboration of
Finance minister M. Wilfrid Baumgartner,
the archive was acquired by the French State
in 1962 and shown triumphantly on exhibition in 1965, as "the most important which
has ever been offered to the public."
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whole library, the shelf turned into shelves and
shelves ofbooks printed in Lyon and Paris and
other places, all in simple trade bindings of
parchment or leather, none of them commissioned or bespoke, fresh and unrepaired and
unmodernized. It was like walking into a sixteenth-century library in the sixteenth century. I was entranced, and Felix allowed me
to think that Harvard could purchase the lot
once he had completed it.
The library had been formed by two generations of the Rameyfamily, one a notary
and the second a judge, land-owners at St.
Just-en-Chevalet,
fifty miles west of Lyon.
The selection of texts betrayed a Catholic
family oflawyers, educated but middle-brow.
Not the library of intellectuals or writers or
nobles which would be easy to replicate or
understand, but the kind oflibrary which existed everywhere in the sixteenth century but
exists nowhere now. Eventually Felix accumulated 3 50 volumes: over a hundred of
them in parchment, near two hundred in
leather.
Let me explain to you now just why this
library might be so exciting to a librarian in
Houghton Library. Shall we try raw and
cooked as our comparisons? Cooking things
with herbs and spices and substitutions is very
exciting, bringing out the "true" flavors or
concealing them, always changing things and
ever changeable. The cooking is really more
important than the ingredients, it is an artful
process. Raw things, on their side, are absolutes. If we work backwards from the definition of erudite, we come to harshness,
III
garishness, coarseness. Raw things may stink
It must have been nearly ten years ago that my before they are cooked, they may be very ugly
pal Felix Oyens, the last proprietor of the an- or difficult to handle, unwieldy or unmanageable, perhaps fragile and perishable, maybe
cient New York bookselling firm of Lathrop
C. Harper, began to show me books from a puzzling and mysterious.
Every time that a book is rebound, somesixteenth-century library. At first there was
thing more than the smell comes off; margins
only a shelf of them, locked up in a cupboard
beneath his bookcases. He had bought a few are cropped, parts lost or re-arranged, the
of them and sold them. For instance, in July original covers gone forever. Never again can
we understand the relation between book
of 1979 he sold to Arthur and Charlotte
block and text block, shape of the text and
V ershbow a copy of the first French grammar,
Louis Meigret's Le trette de la grammere shape of the leaf, never will we know what the
Francoeze (Paris, Chrestien Wechel, 1550), book was made to look like inside or out, we
bound with Jacques Peletier's response to it. lose marginalia, perhaps even print, and we
Then he learned that the library was intact in lose the stigmata of provenance. Ramey lifamily hands. He bought back what he had braries exist deep inside European city, state,
and university libraries; but duplicates have
sold from it - he swapped a great Dutch
been discarded, much has been rebound, and
writing book with the Vershbows in 1984 and he made contact gradually with the fam- we can never show what those libraries
ily. On my subsequent visits to the shop, as looked like before they got institutionalFelix succeeded in his plan to recover the ized-I was going to say cooked.
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Ramey gives us that chance to view all the
marginalia of the readers and all the markings
of sale, acquisition, and ownership. The
books can be shelved together on exhibition,
so that we can see exactly what they looked
like as the library was formed. Each book,
including the "bound/withs," is there, so we
do not have to deduce each edition from the
usual perfunctory estate inventory, missing all
the ephemeral publications. We start with
exact and complete data. From that we can
construct studies of bookshop sources,
booktrade binding practice and localization,
home-made bookbindings, taste, and erudition. Then, what books were not purchased
and why, what profile can we draw of the
Ramey mentality, how do the books sum up?
Decades of fruitful work for scholars, while
students benefit from the sight and story of
such a library.
A couple of years ago a notice about another early library' reminded me of the books
and I wrote to Felix. He responded on 27
December 1988: "The collection is now in

the Morgan Library, which has committed
itself to acquire the whole, over a number of
years." I haven't been the same since. But my
coup de griice came when I invited Nicholas
Pickwoad, the British scholar of early trade
bindings, to speak at the library as Winship
lecturer. Nicholas has made a speciality of
studying all those cheap and quick tricks of
the booktrade for converting a stack of sheets
into something resembling a book. The
Ramey library could be a laboratory for him,
but I was not at all prepared to learn that he
had chosen the Ramey Library as the topic of
his lecture. So I found myself concluding my
introduction of Nicholas Pickwoad as the
48th George Parker Winship lecturer: Today
he will explain the Ramey collection at the
Morgan Library. For many years my fickle
friend Felix Oyens-the
35th Winship lecturer-teased
me into thinking that the
Ramey collection could come here, but he
didn't explain that it would arrive in the form
of a lecture on "The Uses of Bookbinding
History" by Dr. Nicholas Pickwoad.

CHEESHAHTEAUMUCK,

T

he Fall 1992 issue of the HLB, in Professor Doris Wilkinson's "The 1850 Harvard Medical Dispute and the Admission of
African American Students," contained the
text of a letter that appeared in the Boston
Journal of 19 December 1850. It advocated
that the African American students be permitted to continue at the Harvard Medical
School. The letter was signed, "Cheeshahteaumuck, Indus." Neither Professor Wilkinson nor the HLB's editor knew the
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Book review of a new publication on the library of one
Fran~oisJuret in The Library, 6th ser, 9 (1987):200.

INDUS.

significance of the name. Mr. George P.
Kramer of New York City has read and better remembered early Harvard history. He
points out that Caleb Cheeshahteaumuck was
the first Native American to graduate from
Harvard (see Samuel Eliot Morison, Three
Centuries efHarvard, 38.) That the writer of
the letter signed it with the name of Harvard's
first minority graduate shows that in 1850
there was awareness of precedent, even if no
true tradition existed.
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